
KEY THOUGHTS
From time to time we have “vision days” with the aims of 1) “looking under the 
hood”, meaning seeing how the church works and ways we can make it better, 
and 2) “seeing over the hill”, meaning anticipating what’s in the near future for 
us.

In 2 Samuel 23, among the list of David’s mighty 30, we see only one story. It’s the 
“nameless three”, and it gives us some powerful traits that we as a church value.

David craved a drink of water. We crave to live out our mission…

Christ is our life. Community is our calling. Church is His heart.

The value of that the “nameless three” did was this: Thinking and acting beyond 
yourself for the sole benefit of others.

Four things we learn from them

1. The “Nameless Three” are extraordinary. They are exceptional, thus rare.

2. The “Nameless Three” are powerfully others-focused. They weren’t even 
interested in what David would give them as a result. It’s why we do missions and 
why people serve on ministry teams. This requires a shifting of the mind.

3. The “Nameless Three” have immeasurable impact. While they knew David 
would be grateful, they had no clue as to how much. The same can be said about 
people who serve others – we simply can’t predict what the impact will be.

4. The “Nameless Three” paid a price. They risked peril and danger, much more 
than simply inconvenience. Whether it’s mission to others or serving on a ministry 
team, which helps us serve our community, there is a price to pay. 

         Sometimes that is in inconvenience and time.

         Sometimes it is a financial price, for no ministry happens free of cost.

Steve Jobs spent each weekend for five months trying to lure Pepsi CEO John 
Sculley to leave Pepsi and join Jobs at Apple. Sculley finally told Jobs he had 
thought hard about it but was not going to leave Pepsi. Jobs, after a pause, 
replied back, “You want to sell sugar water for the rest of your life, or do you want 
to join me and change the world?”

As great of a line that is, Steve Jobs stole that from the words of Jesus. In 
Matthew 4:19, Jesus replied to Simon and Andrew, two fishermen, “Follow Me, and 
I will make you fishers of men.”

COME JOIN US!
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SCRIPTURES
2 Samuel 23:13-17

PRACTICAL AND REFLECTION
Consider how you can be a part of what God is doing through His church, and the 
part He is calling you to take. Whether you are engaged at CCC, or your faith 
family is somewhere else, God calls His people to be extraordinary, 
others-focused, impactful, and willing to pay a price.

Here are CCC you can go to www.cccsumter.com/serve to sign up for an area to 
serve in a much needed way.

Prayerfully consider how you financially support the church (ours or your own). 
The model we see from Scripture is to giving that is priority (first of our finances), 
regular, strategic (percentage giving), and sacrificial.


